ONLINE COURSE

INDIAN FOREIGN POLICY
ITS CRAFTING AND IMPLEMENTATION

The Council for Strategic and Defense Research (CSDR) offers
you our updated and revised course on India’s foreign
policymaking. This second iteration is aimed at graduate
students, researchers, and mid-career professionals from India
and abroad. This advanced, multi-module program will enable
participants to critically analyze Indian foreign policy responses
to current geopolitical trends informed by history and empirical
evidence. The course, led by seasoned practitioners, unpacks
and clarifies the famously opaque institutional and bureaucratic
mechanisms of India’s foreign policymaking.

WHY THIS COURSE?

Learn About
- General ideas and specific instances that have shaped
India’s foreign policy apparatus.
- Institutional frameworks and bureaucratic processes.
- Key drivers and compulsions behind India’s foreign policy.
Identify
- Key policy actors and institutions – their roles and
responsibilities.
- Causal relationships among a multitude of variables that
influence India’s foreign policy.

Understand
- The inner workings of the foreign policy decision making in
India.
- Where theory meets practice.
- Fundamentals of ‘crisis management’ and Track I
Diplomacy.
- The role of domestic politics in India’s foreign policy
Explain
- India’s diplomacy in the region and beyond.
- India’s choices at multilateral forums, its strategic
partnerships, and outreach.
- India’s crisis response.
Anticipate
- The future trajectory of India’s foreign policy.
- Changes in India’s foreign policy in response to
geopolitical transformations.

Last date for Applying: 20th January 2022
Course Begins: 22nd January 2022
Course Ends: 13th February 2022

Read more

Apply Now

Instructors

Amb. Rakesh Sood
Former Diplomat

Suhasini Haidar
National Editor and Diplomatic Affairs
Editor, The Hindu

Amb. Ranjit Rae
Former Diplomat

Amb. Syed Akbaruddin
Former Diplomat

Amb. Vijay Gokhale

Amb. Talmiz Ahmed

Former Foreign Secretary

Former Diplomat

Amb. (Dr) Mohan Kumar

Amb. Chandrashekhar Dasgupta

Amb. Vivek Katju

Former Diplomat

Former Diplomat

Former Diplomat

Amb. Leela Ponappa
Former Deputy National Security
Advisor

Prof. C Raja Mohan

Dr. Sumit Ganguly

Visiting Research Professor,
Distinguished Professor of Political
Institute of South Asian Studies
Science at Indiana University

Amb. TCA Raghavan

Amb. Shivshankar Menon

Amb. Shyam Saran

Former Diplomat

Former National Security Advisor

Former Foreign Secretary

Course Structure

Day 1:
22.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Course Introduction
Ambassador Rakesh Sood, Course Curator, will
lay down the learning objectives and vision of this
course.

Formative Structures of India’s Foreign
Policy Making
Day 2:
23.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Amb. TCA Raghavan will explore the origins of
India’s foreign policy apparatus. This session will
analyse colonial sinews, inherited structures, and
institutional predecessors of the MEA. It will focus
on how India’s engagement with the international
order and institutions shaped its foreign policy
apparatus to explain the present structure of the
MEA. In addition, key individuals and events that
primarily shaped India’s foreign policy structures
will be identified.

War and Diplomacy
Day 3:
24.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Delivered by Amb. Chandrashekhar Dasgupta,
the primary objective of this session shall be to
explore the evolution of warfare and the
contemporary
practice
of
international
diplomacy.

Formative Ideas of India’s Foreign
Policy Making
Day 4:
25.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Delivered by Prof. Sumit Ganguly, this session
aims to inspect ideas that have endured in India’s
foreign policy thinking. These objectives include
non-alignment, strategic autonomy, nuclear
minimalism, civilian control over the military,
strategic restraint, directive principles of the
Indian Constitution, and significant aspects of the
Constituent Assembly’s debates pertaining to
foreign policy.

The MEA at Home: Instruments of
Diplomacy
Day 5:
26.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Ambassador Vivek Katju will cover the
institutional
mechanisms
and
bureaucratic
processes shaping the MEA’s today. He will
explain how various divisions in the MEA interact
with each other, with other foreign missions in
India and will elaborate on the dynamics between
these divisions and other branches of government
such as PMO, R&AW and other Ministries (MOD,
MOC, MOF, etc.).

Diplomatic Dealings with China
Day 6:
27.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

This session will explore the methods of
diplomatic communication and how they hold up
against India’s biggest regional neighbour –
China. It will focus on the tools India employs to
respond to China’s Wolf Warrior diplomacy and
the challenges faced. It shall address how
diplomacy is utilised for conflict management and
the opportunities and obstacles that arise due to
China’s increasing aggression.

India’s Western Extended
Neighborhood
Day 7:
28.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

In this session, Amb. Talmiz Ahmed shall focus on
India’s diplomatic dealings with states to its West.
Apart from addressing the challenges faced in its
diplomatic relations with Pakistan and how India
addresses them, it shall delve into the dynamics
of diplomacy with West Asian states such as Iran,
Israel, UAE, and KSA. It shall also seek to address
fresh
diplomatic
challenges
arising
from
Afghanistan and how India manoeuvres through
them.

India’s Eastern Extended Neighborhood
Day 8:
29.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

In this session Amb. Leela Ponappa will explore
the contemporary dynamics of India’s relations
with Southeast Asian nations, the future of this
relationship in light of the global focus on the
Indo-Pacific,
and
India’s
adoption
of
minilateralism.

The MEA Abroad: Instruments of
Influence
Day 9:
31.01.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

In this session, Amb. Syed Akbaruddin will discuss
India’s diplomatic missions in other countries and
representation at international institutions and
forums to explain their functions and highlight the
mechanisms for diplomatic outreach and
communication. Additionally, it will also address
how India executed its ‘vaccine diplomacy’ during
the pandemic.

India’s Immediate Neighborhood

Day 10:
01.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

In this session Amb. Shyam Saran will focus on
India’s relations with its immediate neighbours,
outline the dynamics and complexities of
diplomacy in the region, especially in the
contemporary context. It will trace the legacy of
the Raj in such dealings, its evolution postindependence, and explore the differences
between engagement with regional and extraregional states.

India and the Geopolitical Game
Day 11:
02.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Focusing on how India balances its relationship
with major global powers – USA, Russia, China,
this session by Prof. C Raja Mohan shall analyse
the diplomatic tools India utilises to maintain its
relationships with these states and balance them.
It shall also explore how India diplomatically
secures its interests with Russia and USA, to deal
with China.

Diplomatic Successes – Trade
Day 12:
03.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Delivered by Amb. Mohan Kumar, this initial
session in the series on diplomatic successes shall
analyse India’s landmark trade agreements with
states and explain India’s approach to trade
negotiations at both bilateral and multilateral
levels. It shall take on specific challenges such as
the RCEP and questions pertaining to supply
chain resilience.

Diplomatic Successes – Climate
Negotiations
Day 13:
04.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

This session by Amb. Chandrashekhar Dasgupta
will interpret India’s traditional approach to
climate summits and explain its adopted
positions, interests, and strategy at the COP26 in
Glasgow. It will also address India’s general
attitude towards contemporary climate change
agreements.

Diplomatic Successes – Nuclear
Negotiations
Day 14:
05.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Delivered by Amb. Rakesh Sood, this last session
in the series on diplomatic successes, shall focus
on India’s nuclear doctrine, strategic lessons
learnt thus far, its place in the global nonproliferation regime, and the impact of potential
Chinese vertical proliferation on its doctrine. It
shall also explore the state of India’s civil nuclear
cooperation with other states, more than a
decade since the 123 Agreement with the United
States.

Diplomacy Tested – India and Nepal
Day 15:
07.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

This session, delivered by Amb. Ranjit Rae will
focus on how India manages diplomatic crises
and use Nepal as its primary case study. It shall
adumbrate the primary diplomatic challenges
India has traditionally faced and explore how its
relationship with Nepal has held up against
Chinese interests. It shall also address how India
seeks to counter the threat of greater Chinese
influence on Nepal and the future of India-Nepal
ties in general.

Diplomacy Tested – The Afghanistan
Question
Day 16:
08.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Day 17:
09.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

Delivered jointly by Amb. Rakesh Sood and Amb.
Vivek Katju, this session on Afghanistan shall
enumerate the diplomatic challenges emerging
from it following recent events. It shall outline the
past patterns of India’s thinking during its dealings
with Afghanistan since the late 1990s. It will also
take the opportunity to address India’s stance on
themes such as military intervention and the
promotion of democracy abroad.

Reporting and Interpreting Foreign
Policy
Delivered by Ms. Suhasini Haidar, this moderated
session shall explain how the media interprets and
subsequently reports developments relating to
India’s foreign policy.

Salient Features of India’s
Contemporary Foreign Policy
Day 18:
10.02.22
1730 - 1900 hrs IST

This final session, delivered by Amb. Shivshankar
Menon will focus on the prominent aspects of
India’s foreign policy today and the challenges
and opportunities emerging from it. It will explore
regional and international factors that shape
India’s foreign policy, including its position in the
Indo-Pacific. It will seek to explain India’s primary
strategic direction and address key aspects to
consider while crafting a future foreign policy.

Day 19
12.02.22
TBA

Simulation Exercise

Details to be shared with selected participants.

Day 20
13.02.22
TBA

Simulation Exercise

Details to be shared with selected participants.

OUR PEDAGOGY
The course is designed to be an interactive experience to facilitate
deliberation. This is principally what distinguishes our course from a
series of ‘talks’. It ensures that there is a sufficient degree of
interaction between the speaker and the participants. The structure
of the course, and the flow of sessions, ensure that participants are
constantly aware of the inter-relation between different aspects of
India’s foreign policy.
Our approach is to cut straight to core issues and empirical data in
ways that are relevant to foreign policy challenges in the real world.
Each module is envisioned to strike a clear balance between
disseminating essential facts, describing overarching trends, and
focusing on the broader significance of specific events.
Two days of Simulation Exercises, a detailed discussion of cases and
some interactive sessions on subjects like – ‘Diplomatic Dealings
with China’ & ‘ India and the Geopolitical Game’ are designed to
present the drivers behind India’s foreign and security policy. Our
carefully curated concise readings for the course aim to provide a
baseline understanding of key aspects prior to the commencement
of the course.

Last Date for Applying: 20th January 2022
Course Begins: 22nd January 2022
Course Ends: 13th February 2022
Course Fee: INR 25000 (including GST) for
Indian Nationals, and $500 for Foreign
Nationals.
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Enquiries: courses@csdronline.org

FEEDBACK ON THIS COURSE
"Very Satisfied"
4.7/5
“This course has helped me improve my
understanding of the structure of the
MEA. I now know how the MEA
functions and how it interacts with other
government agencies. I learned how the
government manages diplomatic crises
and why India took various foreign
policy decisions.”
Ankita Bharadwaj

PhD Student
Department of Political Science, Dibrugarh University

“The course helped me understand how
India's interests are represented and
secured on the international stage. I also
now understand the why and how of
foreign policy decision-making. I found
the reading materials extremely useful. I
was able to read a vast amount of
course-specific literature within 3 weeks.
This was definitely a positive aspect.”

Sreesh S.

Daksha Fellow
Independent Consultant—Commercial Litigation and
Advisory

“It was an excellent course for a
person like me who aspires to join the
Indian Foreign Services. This course is
a must for others like me!”

Sanya Sharma

Graduate Student, Govt KRG College, Gwalior
Civil Services Aspirant

FEEDBACK ON OUR COURSES

“The course was conducted brilliantly the punctuality that was observed, the
structure of the sessions and most
importantly - the interactive sessions at
the end of each lecture.
Apart from having in-depth learning
about Indian foreign policy, the course
helped me sharpen my analytical skills
and expand my reading and research
skills.”

Tanya Patwardhan

LLB Student, Bal Apte College, Mumbai

“From understanding the structural
functioning of the MEA to learning
about complex issues on foreign trade,
negotiations, and intelligence, this
course has taught it all. Each session
provided valuable insights on an array of
topics, thus expanding my perspective
on how Indian foreign policy works.
As an undergraduate student interested
in this topic, I would dwell arbitrarily on
various aspects. This course has given
me clarity and helped me connect
theory to practice.”

Navneet Sharma

Graduate Student, Madras Christian College

“This course has helped me learn
different perspectives from experienced
practitioners. It has helped me
understand the complexities of Indian
Foreign Policymaking and its
implementation.”

Hritik Bhasin

Business Administration Professional

